
 

Hard tags 

Thin slippers anti-theft hard tag SP15 

 

Product description 

 

The supermarket anti-theft tags | supermarket anti-theft mainly used in 
supermarket, shopping malls anti-theft, anti-theft system suitable for 
clothing, shoes and hats, knitwear . 
 
Belonging to the radio frequency label, tag DR hard tags |DR label usage  attention: 
 
As far as possible the label through clothing collar or pants belt, so label is not striking and do not affect the 
customer fitting, the leather must be  through the buckle hole, so as not to damage the leather; leather / 
Footwear label with special rope buckle sets in leather straps or a lace hole.Super detection performance, best 
anti destructive. 
 
The supply of hard tags, disposable hard tags, pencil sign, apparel buckle, EAS anti-theft clasp, supermarket 
anti-theft clasp, SuperTag II (narrow) hard tag. 
Features: the most difficult to crack the hard tag, no metal fatigue, long service life, not easy to damage, the 
use of manual and electric special nail taking device tripping. 
 
Specification (Super tag): 88mm*30mm*19mm; 
Specification (Super Tag II): 84mm*30mm*19mm 
Package: 500PCS/ box 
Weight: 9.5KG 
 
In gifts, leather products and books and other merchandise label should be considered in advance whether the 
items, will be damaged. 
DR anti-theft label product use: 
The label has the anti-theft function, widely used in clothing, luggage, toys, electronic products export 
enterprises, export enterprises of  goods exported to Europe and the United States market developed 
commodity attachment. The appearance of signs: DR and DR with bar code 
 
Label size: 
Length... 45.21mm ± 0.5mm (1.78 "+ 0.020") 
Width... 10.67mm ± 0.5mm (0.420 "+ 0.020") 
The thickness of the tag (contains the basement).......Maximum 2.00mm (.079 ") 
 
Application environment: 
Temperature... Maximum 65 degrees -30 degrees 
Humidity... Temperature 65 degrees when the humidity 80% store up for 196 hours 
Save time... Temperature of 15-32 degrees can be stored for 19 months 
Bearing pressure... Maximum load 445N 
The external magnetic field... less than 8 Gauss 
DR label packaging specifications: 
Each plate number ...50pieces 
Minimum package... 5000 pieces/ carton 
Weight  carton... 2.76kg (6.07 lbs.) 
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